The fastest, easiest,
smartest translation

Speak your customers language

Language is no
longer a barrier to
communication

We combine Ai
machine and human
resource

73%

RAY

our Ai powered
platform uses over 500 billion
data points and millions of
language memory pairings, which
in turn is checked by human
translators to ensure the highest
quality outcome. This is the best
of both worlds, harnessing the
power of machine intelligence
and human expertise.

of consumers are
more likely to buy a product
from a website with information
in their own language, and 32%
of people abandon a website in
a few seconds if they can’t read
support documentation in their
native language.

90%

of the world’s
spending can be reached in 13
languages. Getting a bigger share
of that spending sounds pretty
simple considering there are
around 7,000 languages spoken
globally.

Faster, smarter and
better value for
money translations

8x Faster

The traditional translation process
is heavy in human interventions
and monitoring. Our Ai Powered
RAY platform uses language
memory data to ensure you get to
market quicker. The machines do
the heavy lifting and humans check
for context and nuance.

More value

Automating key tasks means we
have no project management
fees, making us 40% lower in cost
than our nearest competitors,
saving your business money.

The RAY dashboard enables
customers to manage all their
translation projects with us in
a secure cloud environment.
Quoting, ordering, tracking and
making payments becomes very
simple and hassle-free with RAY.

ISO
17100

Certified to ISO 17100, the
worlds leading organisational
process standards

Why we’re the fastest,
easiest and smartest
Free support,
we’re here to help

24/7

With a global team
in 9 countries we have solutionfocused sales and production
people to help assist with your
translation needs that leads the
world.

People like you
use our service

Business
Marketing
Health & Medical
Technical
Legal
Gaming

We have designed our technology
and services to give our
customers commercial outcomes
that make a difference to their
businesses, by making them
more competitive, enabling them
to go global faster and easier,
as the barrier of language is
removed from the sales and
support process.

With experience in technical
website, manuals and document
translation ... email and phone
support so you can speak to our
team if you have questions at any
time.

You can trust us.
Just read what
our customers
have to say
Trustpilot.com is a consumer
review website founded in
Denmark in 2007 which hosts
reviews of businesses worldwide.
Straker reviews are
overwhelmingly favourable year
in year out with over 97% positive
customer reviews.

The power of Straker
machine + human translations
We know that translations can be timeconsuming, costly and hard to manage. Not
with us.
We translate up to 8x faster and at up to 40%
lower costs by combining automation, machine
learning and human translation expertise.
Translation management is made easy with
your own account dashboard.

Managing your translations is easy with RAY with
the free customer account dashboard

Quotation

Order

Track

Pay

Select your content and

Order new translations
as you need them

Track progress and
completion estimates

Make and track
payments

languages. Receive a
quote in minutes

Start now

www.strakertranslations.com

